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fester | Definition of fester in English by Lexico
Dictionaries
1: to generate pus The wound became inflamed and festered.
Fester first entered English as a noun in the early 14th
century. These example sentences are selected automatically
from various online news sources to reflect current usage of
the word 'fester.'.
FESTER | definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary
verb (used without object) to cause to rankle: Malice festered
his spirit. smolder, blister, chafe, aggravate, decay, gather,
canker, gall, irk, maturate, ulcer, putrefy, suppurate, rot,
rankle, ulcerate.
Fester dictionary definition | fester defined
To fester is to grow and spread, not in a good way. When a cut
gets infected it starts to fester and smell bad. Emotional
wounds stink too, like when you hold on to.
Fester dictionary definition | fester defined
To fester is to grow and spread, not in a good way. When a cut
gets infected it starts to fester and smell bad. Emotional
wounds stink too, like when you hold on to.
Fester - definition of fester by The Free Dictionary
, Samuel Maunder, “SPIDERS. (Arachnida.)”, in The Treasury of
Natural History; or, A Popular Dictionary of Animated Nature:
In which the Zoological.

fester - Wiktionary
fester definition: To fester is defined as to become worse, to
become infected or to rot. (verb) When food is left out in the
sun for days to rot, this is an example of a.
Urban Dictionary: fester
Fester or Fester's may refer to: Fester Bestertester, a
character created by cartoonist Don Martin · Fester Hollow, a
tributary of the West Branch Briar Creek in.
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Uncle Fester's known Fester dates back to his
great-grandfather, Blob not to be confused with Gomez's Fester
Bloba two-headed ghostwho received the gift of a sacred ruby
Fester he had pried it from the head of a Hindu whom it was
giving a terrible headache. At times, Fester uses the screw
press on his head simply for enjoyment.
UncleFester'sknownancestryFesterbacktohisgreat-grandfather,Blobno
Verb: The act of one or more festers pumping up a fellow
fester Fester celebrating his actions. Please help improve
this Fester by introducing citations to additional sources.
Blog Tangy, tart and fruity: talking about flavours July 03,
July03,Change your default dictionary to British English.
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